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Wysa is the world's most advanced AI-based digital companion for behavioral health that is a
global tech leader in mental health. We are popular with employers, payors and healthcare
providers due to its scalability and low cost. Being an AI based app, Wysa overcomes the
stigma and privacy concerns that often prevent people seeking help for their mental health.

Roles & Responsibilities

Location: Remote, Indian Standard Time

Experience Level: Fresher

We are in search of a rockstar who has an eagle eye for detail, plenty of imagination and an
interest in mental health. An ideal candidate will demonstrate solid understanding in creating
wireframes, storyboards, user flows, process flows and site maps. Most importantly empathize
with the user to keep them in the center while designing flows.

● Collaborate with cross-functional teams, including content, business development,
product management and engineering teams.

● Design web, mobile and tablet friendly applications.
● Work with developers to communicate specs, ensure correct implementation and work

through any problems encountered.
● Contribute to building Wysa’s design system to ensure a cohesive design language

across Wysa suite of products.
● Be responsible for meeting expectations and deliverables on time and in high quality.
● Create delightful micro animations to enhance the user experience.
● Present and defend designs and key milestone deliverables to peers and executive level

stakeholders.
● Knowledge about information security and privacy requirements
● Ensuring overall secure SDLC compliance
● Maintain the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of all information or assets shared

and assessed by you.
● Adhere to Wysa's security, privacy and compliance policies and procedures.
● Contribute to building continual improvement practices

https://www.wysa.io/


Qualifications & Skills

● 0-2 years of experience as a UI/UX designer having a portfolio demonstrating relevant
work.

● Competence in Figma.
● Strong knowledge of presentation software: Google Slides, PowerPoint and Keynote.
● Demonstrable UI design skills. Ability to produce design solutions, wireframes, and

prototypes.
● Ability to solve complex problems creatively and effectively.
● Ability to articulate your design work and rationale to your peers and cross-functional

teams.
● Be open to receiving objective criticism and feedback, and improving upon it.
● Strong understanding and application of user-centered design methods and principles.
● A keen aesthetic sensibility, with an eye for color, typography, layout and illustrations

keeping design principles in mind.

Good to have ✨
Experience creating product demo videos

Tool knowledge 🖌
Figma, Google Slides, Powerpoint/Keynote

Why work at Wysa?

At Wysa, we do things a bit differently. You won’t find us stuck in the same old corporate loops
of old-fashioned hierarchy and mindless monotony. Instead, you’ll find us in the cyberspace
(we’re a remote company) revolutionizing traditional mental healthcare and creating the world’s
most advanced conversational AI for behavioral health, all while wearing a party hat via Zoom
filter!

- Wysa is expanding its footprint across the world, and fast. You will play a high-impact
role here!

- Get first-hand exposure to a global team
- Work with the Industry leaders as the founders and senior team members are from IITs,

IIMs, London School of Business and have held top positions across Goldman Sachs,
Pearson, Microsoft leading cross functional global teams

- We offer flexible work hours and a culture where you are more than just your job
designation.

- We work hard, but we rest and avoid burnout at all costs. Expect a range of employee
benefits and much more!

In Their Own Words
“My favorite thing about working at Wysa apart from the product which I love and
resonate with is the people. They are warm, fun, intelligent, passionate about mental
health and will drive you to do your best. Wysa let me be me and for that I’m grateful.”

- Derina D’Couto, UI/UX Designer

Buzzwords
Google funded, VC funded, profitable, has achieved breakeven, global team, global customers,
product company, Apple awarded product, Harvard research partner, Google Play Best App of
2020, supports patients through the NHS pathway, launched the Employee Mental Health
Report 2023 at the WEF's Annual Meeting, Made in India, Made for the World!

Contact Details

If you are sold, please fill this Google Form to apply. We look forward to meeting you!

https://forms.gle/MqR9pY6mWVBXhDD49

